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Readers are advised that the Australian Transport Safety Bureau investigates for the sole purpose 
of enhancing transport safety. Consequently, Bureau reports are confined to matters of safety 
significance and may be misleading if used for any other purposes. 

 
Investigations commenced on or before 30 June 2003, including the publication of reports as a result of 
those investigations, are authorised by the CEO of the Bureau in accordance with Part 2A of the Air 
Navigation Act 1920. 
 
Investigations commenced after 1 July 2003, including the publication of reports as a result of those 
investigations, are authorised by the CEO of the Bureau in accordance with the Transport Safety 
Investigation Act 2003 (TSI Act). Reports released under the TSI Act are not admissible as evidence in any 
civil or criminal proceedings. 
 
NOTE: All air safety occurrences reported to the ATSB are categorised and recorded. For a detailed 
explanation on Category definitions please refer to the ATSB website at www.atsb.gov.au. 

http://www.atsb.gov.au/�
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Occurrence Number: 198602365 Occurrence Type: Accident 
Location: 30 km East of Walcha NSW 
Date: 22 December 1986 Time: N/A 
Highest Injury Level: Fatal  
Injuries:   

 Fatal Serious Minor None 
Crew 1 0 0 0 
Ground 0 0 0 - 
Passenger 0 0 0 0 
Total 1 0 0 0 

 
Aircraft Details: De Havilland DHC 2   
Registration: VH-AAY   
Serial Number:    

Operation Type: Aerial Work (Agricultural 
Spreading)   

Damage Level: Destroyed   
Departure Point: "Winterbourne" NSW   
Departure Time: N/A   
Destination: "Winterbourne" NSW   
 
Approved for Release: June 5th 1987 

Circumstances: 

Superphosphate spreading was being carried out, with the aircraft uplifting one tonne loads about every 6 minutes. 
Fuel endurance with both tanks full was approximately 2 hours. The pilot was conducting his 25th takeoff for the 
day, about one hour after refuelling. Witnesses observed that the aircraft did not become airborne at the usual point, 
two-thirds of the way along the 675 metre strip. Lift-off finally occurred at the end of the strip, but almost 
immediately afterwards the aircraft clipped a fence. It was seen to sink slightly, before climbing at a steeper than 
normal angle until some 250 metres beyond the fence. At this point the nose dropped suddenly and the aircraft dived 
into rising ground in a steep nosedown attitude. Fire broke out on impact and consumed much of the wreckage. 
Preliminary investigation revealed that the fuel selector was in the "off" position. This had been the first occasion 
that the pilot had flown this particular aircraft. The fuel selector in this aircraft was different to that in the other 
Beaver the pilot had operated. In the previous aircraft, rotating the fuel selector through 180 degrees anti-clockwise 
changed the selection from the rear to the forward fuel tanks. In the accident aircraft, a similar movement of the 
selector changed the selection from the rear tank to the "off" position. This difference had not been brought to the 
pilot's attention, and it was possible that he had not thoroughly familiarised himself with the aircraft prior to 
commencing operations. It was considered likely that the takeoff had been commenced with the fuel selector 
positioned to the almost empty rear tank. During the takeoff roll, the fuel low quantity bell and associated light had 
activated, and the pilot had changed the fuel selector by feel, while continuing with the takeoff. With the fuel supply 
turned off, the engine had failed from fuel starvation, and the aircraft had subsequently stalled at too low a height 
above the ground to permit recovery before impact. 


